
 

 

 
COUNTRY INFORMATION, FACTS & ADVICE  

<BS_REGION_COUNTRY_LB> 
Chile 
<BS_REGION_COUNTRY_LB> 
Chile is a country of contrasts and a great beauty that offers the tourist security, wild conditions of 
nature and excellent services with which to enjoy a splendid vacation of adventure or pleasure. 
The longest and narrowest country in the continent, with a length of 2.700 miles and an average 
width of only 120 miles, Chile is one of the economies with the greatest future in South America 
and has a long tradition of democratic government. Chile is also a country of extremes, both as 
regards its geography and its climate: in the north we find the Atacama Desert, the most arid in the 
world and the home of ancestral indigenous cultures. The Mediterranean landscapes of central 
Chile give life to Santiago the capital- which is surrounded by fertile wine-producing valleys and 
modern ski resorts. 
 
Because of the diversity of its landscapes and its abrupt geography, Chile is essentially a country 
in which to enjoy the many and varied facets of nature. Mountaineering, horseback riding and 
skiing in the Andes, archaeological explorations in the Atacama Desert, studying the flora and 
fauna throughout the country, scuba diving and beaches in the Pacific Ocean; trips through 
magnificent wine-producing valleys, rafting and kayaking in rivers and fjords, navigation between 
icebergs or excursions to the sites of ancient rituals on Easter Island are some of the activities that 
tourist can enjoy in this land.  
 
Santiago 
Chile's sprawling capital is one of South America's safest and most sophisticated cities, and a 
thriving metropolis that is home to almost six million friendly santiaguinos, over a third of Chile's 
entire population. The city boasts a unique location below some of the highest peaks of the Andes 
range, providing a breath taking city backdrop when the peaks are dusted with snow. This is a city 
of contrasts, where it is not uncommon to see a colonial church standing alongside a state-of-the-
art, glass high-rise office block. Far from the hustle and bustle of downtown Santiago, the 
residential areas of Providencia, Las Condes and Vitacura provide leafy avenues, manicured 
lawns, and attractive homes divided by parks and plazas 
 
Lake District 
The Lake Region of Chile is famous for its spectacular scenery of deep blue mountain lakes, snow-
capped volcanoes, ancient Alerce forests, traditional folklore, handicrafts and legends. There are 
scores of major lakes in the region and one of their main cities is Puerto Montt. Puerto Montt's 
small downtown can be a pleasant place to take a stroll on a sunny day, and the city offers great 
restaurants and the superb Angelmó outdoor handicrafts market. Puerto Montt was founded in 
1853 by German immigrants and their stalwart promoter Vicente Pérez Rosales, who named the 
town after another promoter of immigration, President Manual Montt. The waterfront here was 
rebuilt after the devastating earthquake of 1960, which had destroyed the city's port, church, and 
neighbourhood of Angelmó. Today, it is the capital of Chile's 'Región X' (10th Region), a thriving 
city that invests heavily in salmon farming, shipping, and tourism. 
 
San Pedro de Atacama 
The quaint oasis town of San Pedro de Atacama sits in the driest desert in the world - Atacama - 
and is the main base for explorations in the area. This region was the principal centre of the 
Atacameños Indian culture, and relics such as Tulor, an ancient village estimated to have been 
built in 800 B.C., and the superb archaeology museum boasts hundreds of artefacts that have 
been well preserved by the desert's arid climate. But it is perhaps San Pedro's intangible magic 
that captivates its visitors in the end. San Pedro's streets have a pleasant, artistic, bohemian vibe, 
and its adobe buildings maintain a certain charm and unique character. 
 
Southern Patagonia 



 

 

Southern Patagonia is a vast region at the southernmost tip of South America. Marked by frozen 
mountains, gaping fjords enormous glaciers and desolate rolling pampas, Patagonia is one of the 
world's most spellbinding landscapes. The region's remote location at the tip of the South 
American continent has left it largely uninhabited, and even today, the only traffic jam you're likely 
to encounter is a herd of sheep crossing the dusty highway. Here Andean condors soar on air 
currents, guanacos graze in the alpine meadows and flightless ñandues roam the wind-whipped 
prairies.  With the jagged granite spires of the Torres del Paine and glaciers, it is easy to 
understand why explorers, adventurers and the occasional outlaw have been drawn to the area for 
centuries.  
 
Easter Island 
Discovered in 1722 on Easter Sunday, it is a UNESCO World Heritage Site, and the most isolated 
place on the face of the Earth. At a distance of 3,700km (2,300 miles) from the nearest populated 
point, which is the Chilean mainland. The 64 square mile island was annexed by Chile in 1888, and 
is now famous as the world's largest 'open air Museum' on account of the Moai, or human-like 
stone statues. 
 
Getting into [Country] 
Getting into Chile 
** PLEASE EDIT ACCORDING TO PASSENGERS COUNTRY OF ORIGIN** 
Travel documents are your responsibility. We kindly advise you to contact the appropriate service 
or consulate(s) directly. It is each traveller`s responsibility to obtain all documents necessary for 
admittance to the country (ies) visited on his or her itinerary.  
 
On arrival overseas, you must have in your possession:  
 
A signed, valid passport that will remain valid for at least 6 months beyond the completion of this 
trip. Your passport must have enough blank pages (excluding amendment pages) available for 
entry and exit stamps issued when entering and exiting immigration points. 
 
Single parents or grandparents travelling with a child (minor under age 18) should be aware that 
most countries requires notarized written parental consent for the child to travel from the non-
custodial parent or absent parents. 
 
Visas 
All travelling passengers should refer to their closest Chilean Embassy to check which visas are 
required, although current visa requirements may be subject to change at any time. Citizens of 
most Western European countries do not require a visa.  
 
Chilean Reciprocity Fee 
Australian and Mexican citizens do not need a visa, but must pay upon arrival at Santiago's 
International Airport  a one-time "Reciprocity Fee", that corresponds to the amount a Chilean 
national must pay when travelling to those countries. The payment is valid for the duration of your 
passport.  
 
AustraliaUSD117.00 
Mexico USD23.00 
 
How to pay 
This payment can be made in cash (Chilean Pesos or US Dollars) or by Visa, MasterCard and 
American Express credit cards.  
 
Tourist Card 
A 90-day tourist card is issued to all arriving visitors (normally during the flight to Santiago), and 
this is renewable for another 90 days at the Departamento de Extranjeria. 



 

 

 
Customs Restrictions 
Customs restrictions allow 400 cigarettes or 50 cigars or 500 grams of tobacco, 2½ litres of 
alcoholic beverages. 
 
Prohibited Items 
Chile's Agricultural Service forbids the entry of the following items into the country: Fruit, 
Vegetables, Meat and sub-products, Flowers and plants, seeds, Milk products. This law is 
designed to protect the Chilean agricultural and cattle industries, which have never been affected 
by disease, and the law is treated with the utmost seriousness. There are heavy fines imposed on 
those caught in possession of these items and if carrying these they must be declared on arrival. 
 
Your Chilean Embassy in The US is: 
1732 Massachusetts Ave., NW 
Washington, DC 20036 
Tel: (202) 785.1746 
 
Your US Embassy in Chile is: 
Av. Andrés Bello 2800, Las Condes 
Santiago, Chile 
Tel: (56-2) 2330-3000 
Fax: (56-2) 2330-3710 
 
Your Chilean Embassy in Canada is: 
50 O'Connor St #1413   
Ottawa, ON K1P 6L2, Canada 
Tel: +1 613-235-4402 
 
Your Canadian Embassy in Chile is: 
Torre Norte, Nueva Tajamar 481, 12th Floor  
Santiago - Metropolitan Region 
Tel: (56 -2) 2652 3800 
 
Your Australian Embassy in Chile is: 
Isidora Goyenechea 3621, 13th Floor 
Las Condes, Santiago  
Tel: (56 2) 2550 3500 
 
Your Chilean Embassy in Australia is: 
10 Culgoa Circuit O'Malley (Canberra) ACT 2606 
Tel: (61)(2) 6286 2098 - (61)(2) 6286 2430 
 
 
Keeping Healthy in Chile 
 
Vaccinations 
No vaccinations are required to enter in Chile. Chile is fortunate in that the high level of medical 
development in the country, and the relatively temperate climate, mean that none of the usual 
medical concerns are applicable here, (i.e. malaria, vaccinations etc.).   However, as when 
travelling to any country abroad, we would recommend that visitors observe a few routine 
precautions. 
 
Tap Water 
Tap water throughout the country is generally safe to drink, although we recommend drinking only 
bottled water, which you will be provided during tours and transfers. Please also exercise caution 



 

 

when eating raw fruit and vegetables - they may be safely consumed as long as they are properly 
washed.  
 
Altitude Sickness 
Altitude Sickness can affect anyone at altitudes above 10,000ft.  The symptoms of altitude 
sickness include headache, nausea and shortness of breath, on their own or together. About half 
of the people visiting high altitudes suffer from at least one symptom in the first two days and then 
quickly recover. In most cases, rest and two aspirins will relieve the discomfort. Sensible 
precautionary measures include sticking to a schedule of mild activity, drinking plenty of non-
alcoholic fluids (up to 5 litres a day), not smoking, avoid sedatives (such as sleeping pills or 
tranquillizers), which tend to depress respiration and limited oxygen intake. We recommend that if 
you have any worries, you should consult your doctor before you travel. 
 
Please advise A&K of any special dietary requirements/allergies at least 6 weeks prior to the 
beginning of your journey in order to take the necessary precautions.  
 
We do recommend that you take out comprehensive travel insurance to cover you in the event of a 
medical emergency.  
 
 
Tipping 
 
You are travelling on an independent itinerary, and the cost of your program does not include 
gratuities. Tipping is a very personal matter and should only be considered when our staff have 
gone above and beyond for you. Should you feel you would like to acknowledge their service, the 
below serves as a rough guideline.  
 
Local Driver 
USD5 per day, per person 
 
Local Guide 
USD15 per day, per person 
 
Driver Guide 
USD15 per day, per person 
 
Restaurant Service 
10% is the average restaurant gratuity charge, which may or may not be added to your bill. 
 
Taxis 
Taxi drivers do not expect to be tipped, but they appreciate the fare being rounded off.  
 
A&K Chile provides tips to waiters in restaurants (when meals are included) and porterage at 
airports and hotels (where available). It is up to the discretion of each individual if you wish to give 
something extra to someone who has gone out of their way to be helpful to you. 
 
For All Inclusive properties we suggest a package tipping of 20-30USD per person per day that 
would be distributed amongst the hotel staff members such as guides, drivers, waiters and maids.  
 
 
 
 
Talk the talk 
 



 

 

Spanish is the official language, although some dialects are still spoken by the indigenous 
communities, such as the Mapuches, Aymaras and Rapa Nuis. 
  
Here are some words and phrases that may come in handy during your visit to Chile. 
 
 

Basic Spanish Vocabulary Numbers 

Yes Si 0 Cero 

No No 1 Uno 

Please Por favor 2 Dos 

Thank you Gracias 3 Tres 

You’re welcome De nada 4 Cuatro 

Hello Hola 5 Cinco 

Good morning Buenos dias 6 Seis 

Good afternoon/evening Buenas tardes 7 Siete 

Goodbye Adios 8 Ocho 

Bye! Chao! 9 Nueve 

Excuse me Disculpe 10 Diez 

How are you? ¿cómo estas? 100 Cien 

I don’t understand No entiendo 1000 Mil 

See you tomorrow Hasta mañana   

 



 

 

 
 
Weather 
** PLEASE EDIT ACCORDING TO THE DESTINATION INCLUDED ON THE ITINERARY** 
Given the extent of its territory, Chile's climate is particularly varied. From the arid North to the 
glacial South, temperatures vary greatly depending on the region. The summer months of January 
and February are the hottest, while July and August are the coldest. 
 
 

 
 

 
 



 

 

 
 

 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Getting into [Country] 
What to Pack 
** PLEASE EDIT ACCORDING TO THE DESTINATION INCLUDED ON THE ITINERARY** 
Packing for Santiago  
Conservative "smart -casual" clothing will be most useful for daytime touring. Chileans daywear is 
considered to be somewhat formal especially in the main cities. Bring clothing you can layer, 
considering that autumn and winter temperatures can be cold. Summer months are usually 
extremely hot and dry and we suggest bringing your sunglasses and a hat to protect yourself from 
the sun. 
 
Dress code when dining at night is smart-casual and usually restaurants in Santiago do not require 
jacket & tie.  
 
Packing for the Atacama Desert 
Exploring Atacama requires clothing suitable for trekking, and we suggest that you bring layers.  
 
o Fleece and windbreaker or parka 
o Short and long-sleeved cotton shirts 
oTrekking pants (preferably ones that can be unzipped into shorts). We suggest thermal 
underwear for high altitudes or when visiting the geysers, especially during winter 
o Comfortable hiking boots with anti-slip rubber soles and ankle support 
o Sneakers or sports shoes 
o Swimsuit 
o Flip-flops for use at the hot springs and lakes 
o Sunglasses, sun hat and sunscreen 
o Hat or headband to protect your ears from the wind or the cold when at the geysers. 
o Day backpack to carry sunscreen, camera, water, etc. 
Light and informal clothing is ideal for inside the hotel 
 
Packing for the Lake District & Patagonia 
In Patagonia and Lake District, where all four seasons can be felt in one day, wearing layers is the 
sensible choice! Be prepared for all types of weather!  Exploring Patagonia and the Lake District 
requires clothing suitable for trekking.  
 
o 1st layer: Short- or long-sleeved shirt, ideally dry fit (fibres that dry quickly), and not cotton 
o 2nd layer: Fleece or other warm layer 
o 3rd layer: Windbreaker and/or waterproof jacket 
oTrekking pants, ideally resistant to rain and wind. If not, it is recommended that you bring 
waterproof shell pants that you can wear over your trekking pants in the event of rain or wind. 
Warm thermal underwear is recommended in cold weather, ideally made from dry fit fabrics. 
o Waterproof walking shoes, with a rubber anti-slip sole and ankle support. 
o Gloves 
o Hat or headband to protect your ears from wind 
o Sunscreen and lip protection 
o Swimsuit 
o Sneakers or sports shoes 
o Backpack to carry sunscreen, camera, water, etc. 
o Light and informal clothing is ideal for inside the hotel 
 
Packing for Easter Island 
Exploring Easter Island requires comfortable sport clothing and sun protection. 
 
o Light windbreaker 
o Pants and shorts 
o Long and short sleeve T-shirts 



 

 

o Comfortable hiking boots with anti-slip rubber soles and ankle support  
o Sun hat, sunglasses and sunblock 
o Swim suit 
o Sneakers 
o Backpack 
o For winter: Windbreaker and a fleece, or some other warm layer. 
o Light and informal clothing is ideal for inside the hotel 
 
 
Religion & Etiquette 
 
Approximately 75% of Chileans are Roman Catholic, but there is a freedom of religious expression 
throughout Chile. 
 
Photography 
Etiquette requires that you ask permission before photographing local people, unless you are 
shooting a crowded public scene. This applies especially to small children. Please be considerate 
of a desire not to be photographed. Photography is not permitted at some designated locations, 
which may include some museums and private houses, for example. These areas are usually 
clearly marked. In general, avoid taking photographs of airport, government buildings and 
installations, bridges and military and police personnel. 
 
 
Money 
 
Local Currency 
In Chile the unit of currency is the Chilean Peso (peso). The denominations are as follows: 
Notes in 20,000, 10,000, 5,000, 2,000, and 1,000 
Coins in 500, 100, 50, 10, 5 and 1 
 
ATMS 
The easiest way to obtain cash is by using ATMs, which operate under the "Redbank" sign. These 
cashpoint machines take Cirrus, Visa and MasterCard and permit transactions up to USD450. 
However, they are only available in major cities so please ensure you have enough cash when 
visiting more remote places.  
 
Foreign Currency 
The government does not regulate the market of foreign currency in Chile. You can exchange 
money at any established "Casa de Cambio" at market driven exchange rates. They are common 
in commercial areas (Downtown and Providencia) as well as in shopping malls and airports. It is 
necessary to change currency as foreign currencies are generally not accepted. 
 
US dollars however are accepted nearly everywhere. Only clean new bills should be used as worn-
out and old notes are likely to be rejected. It is usually unnecessary to pay a commission on cash 
exchanges. Many hotels and tour agencies accept US dollars.  
 
Credit Cards 
MasterCard, Visa, American Express and Dinners Club cards are accepted throughout the country, 
though visitors should not count on being able to use their card in rural areas. Storeowners will 
sometimes charge more for purchases made with a credit card. 
 
 
Time Zone 
** PLEASE EDIT ACCORDING TO THE DESTINATION INCLUDED ON THE ITINERARY** 



 

 

Currently, Chile uses 2 different UTC (Universal Time Coordinate) offsets at any given point in the 
calendar year. Since it practices daylight saving time, in total 4 time zones are used: 
 
During winter, from the end of April up to the first week of September: 
For the mainland, it uses UTC-4 (CLT, Chile Standard Time) 
For Easter Island, it uses UTC-6 (EAST, Easter Island Standard Time) 
 
During summer, after the second week of September and up to the end of April: 
For the mainland, it uses UTC-3 (CLDT, Chile Daylight Time or CLST, Chile Summer Time) 
For Easter Island, it uses UTC-5 
 
 
Shopping 
 
Handicraft Stores  
There are an excellent variety of handicrafts available to be purchased in Chile, including 
woodwork, pottery, copperware, leatherwork, lapis lazuli products and Indian woven goods such as 
ponchos and rugs. There are several handicraft markets in the Downtown, Providencia, Vitacura 
and Los Dominicos areas of Santiago. Generally, traditional street front shops are open from 10:00 
to 18:00 Monday to Friday. Some are open on the weekend too, but please check with your guide 
to avoid disappointment. Normal shopping hours are:  
 
Offices Monday to Friday 9.00am - 6.00pm  
Shopping Malls Monday to Sunday 11.00am  - 10.00pm   
Stores & Shops Monday to Friday 10.00am - 8.00pm 
Saturday 10.00am - 2.00pm 
 
As a courtesy to our clients, our office will, if requested, help refer you to a shop that carries the 
merchandise you are looking for.  This is not intended as A&K's endorsement of the shop nor 
responsibility for merchandise (or shipping arrangements) purchased from the shop. 
 
 
Local Food & Drink 
** PLEASE EDIT ACCORDING TO THE DESTINATION INCLUDED ON THE ITINERARY** 
Dining is one of Santiago's great pleasures, and one of its most affordable. The city has everything 
from fine restaurants to informal picadas, restaurants that specialize in typical Chilean food. New 
restaurants are opening every day in neighbourhoods like Bellavista, where hip "Santiaguinos" 
gather to eat, drink and be merry. The excellent Borderío complex attracts an upscale crowd, as 
does the area along Avenida El Bosque Norte and Avenida Isidora Goyenechea in Las Condes. 
For upscale dining, the elegant Avenida Nueva Costanera and Avenida Alonso de Cordova is 
unquestionably the current hot spot in town.  
 
With the largest Pacific coastline in the world, Chile's fish and seafood is obviously in abundance. 
The quality is also exceptional, and always fresh. Meat is also popular and of very high quality, 
especially Patagonian lamb. The empanada is great for a light meal or snack - a pastry parcel with 
several fillings available, although the chopped beef (pino), and cheese (queso) varieties are 
particularly tasty. Chilean vegetables and fruit are varied and of superb quality. Whatever you 
decide to eat, you will always find a good Chilean wine to accompany it, and what better way to 
whet your appetite than with a Pisco Sour cocktail! 
 
Eating Hours & Dress Code & Money Matters 
Chileans tend to eat fairly late, with 2.00pm a typical hour for lunch, and 8.00-9.00pm for dinner. 
People do dress smartly for dinner, but a coat and tie are rarely necessary. Prices are relatively 
low, and it is difficult to find an entrée that tops US$20. You will also be pleasantly surprised by 
extensive wine lists with good prices. American Express, MasterCard, Visa and Diners are widely 



 

 

accepted. The general rule for tipping is a flat 10-15% in restaurants, although you can leave more 
when you feel you have had good service. 
 
 
 
Eating Out 
** PLEASE EDIT ACCORDING TO THE DESTINATION INCLUDED ON THE ITINERARY** 
** PLEASE EDIT ACCORDING TO THE DESTINATION INCLUDED ON THE ITINERARY** 
Guideline Price Range: 
$ = USD $50 and under 
$$ = USD $51 to 80 
$$$ = USD $81 to 120 
$$$$ =  USD $120 and upwards 
This is based on an average price for a 3 course dinner per person without wine. 
 
Santiago’s Top Ten restaurant  
 
Tiramisu 
Italian Cuisine - $$ 
Specialized in Italian food and antipasto, this local’s favourite offers a lively atmosphere with casual 
style. Tiramisu is Ideal to enjoy a light Italian dinner and wine while you mingle with the locals. 
Av. Isidora Goyenecha 3141, Las Condes (Phone: +562 2519 4900) 
 
Bocanáriz 
International Cuisine $$ 
This restaurant’s food is meant to bring out the outstanding flavours of the best Chilean wine. Run 
by its owners and a trained team of sommeliers, the atmosphere is warm and casual.      
Jose Victorino Lastarria  276, Santiago – Downtown (+562 2638 9893) 
 
Ky  
Asian Cuisine $$ 
Ky is situated inside a refurbished old atmospheric house, decorated with items found in local flea-
markets to create an eclectic and individual space. This Asian speakeasy is the perfect place to 
enjoy some fusion martinis, lounging on the comfortable sofas, otherwise, book a table in advance, 
for Ky has become popular and fills up quickly every night 
Avenida Perú, Recoleta (Phone: +562 2777 7245) 
 
99  
Organic Cuisine - $$$ 
In a hidden corner of Providencia you will find this fun, dynamic and exceptionally modern but yet 
organic restaurant. If you enjoy open kitchens make sure to reserve your spot on the bar and 
amaze yourself with the chef’s creativity. 
Andrés de Fuenzalida 99, Providencia (Phone: +562 2335 3327) 
 
Aquí Esta Coco 
Seafood - $$$ 
Santiago’s most famous seafood restaurant, decorated with driftwood and unique objects brought 
in from the Chilean Pacific. This is a great place to try machas (razor clams), corvina (sea bass), 
and centolla (king crab).  
La Concepción 236, Providencia (Phone: +562 2410 6200) 
 
Peumayén  
Ancestral cuisine $$$ 
Unique place for tasting “ancestral” cuisine with strong influence by local indigenous 
traditionsGreat if you want a fun dinner and understand Chile a little better. 



 

 

Constitución 136, Providencia 
 
Castillo Forestal  
French Cuisine $$$ 
Right in front of Fine Arts National Museum, the former administrative offices of the Forest Park of 
Santiago have been renovated to make room for this café-restaurant Brasserie style, a French 
concept of a restaurant where all the dishes on the menu are available. 
Cardenal Jose María Caro 390, Santiago (Phone: +562 2664 1544) 
 
Ambrosía  
International Cuisine - $$$$ 
In this restaurant you can try food made by Latinamerica’s best emerging chef recognized for its 
bright, bold and honest cuisine. Simple decorations allow you to focus on the privileged tastes and 
enjoy the great vibe. 
Pamplona 78, Las Condes (Phone: +562 2217 3075) 
 
Boragó   
Traditional Chilean Cuisine - $$$$ 
According to rankings this restaurant is always on top. Somewhat inspired by NOMA, the chef’s 
forage food from all over Chile making it a very unique dining experience.  
Av. Nueva Costanera 3467, Vitacura. (Phone:+562 2953 8893) 
 
Osaka  
Japanise & Peruvian Cuisine - $$$$ 
With a diverse, multicultural cornucopia of exotic flavours that takes you on epicurean explorations 
around the world, unique elements from Peruvian, Thai, Chinese and Japanese cuisine are 
composed into stunning fusion 
Isidora Goyenechea 3000, Las Condes | W Santiago (Phone:+562 2770 0000) 
 
Lake District  
 
Club de Yates  
International cuisine - $$ 
International Food with an a la carte service specialized in beef, shellfish and fish. Luxurious 
restaurant standing on steels inside the sea with a great view of the ocean. 
Av. Juan Soler Manfredini 200, Puerto Montt (Phone: 65 - 284 000) 
 
Fogon de Pepe  
Barbecues cuisine - $$$ 
Excellent barbecues served by the owners surrounded by a pleasant rustic atmosphere. It is a 
great option for those who love good beef.  It is a very popular place in town. 
Rengifo 845, Puerto Montt (Phone: 65 - 271 527) 
 
El Azurro  
Italian cuisine - $$ 
Specialized in pastas mixed with the most tasteful shellfish of the area, surrounded by a pleasant 
rustic atmosphere. 
Liborio Guerrero 1769, Pelluco Beach, Puerto Montt (Phone: 65 - 318 989) 
 
Las Buenas Brasas  
Meat cuisine - $$ 
Minced local variety in seafood and meat, very cozy place visited by tourists. Ideal for conversation 
on the terrace while tasting their delicious dishes. 
San Pedro 543, Puerto Varas (Phone 65 - 234 154) 
 



 

 

Ibis  
Local & International cuisine - $$ 
Local & International cuisine with a la carte service specialized in patagonic gourmet, beef, 
shellfish and fish. Open every day of the year, with warm and tradition service of the southern lake 
district.  
Avda. V. Pérez Rosales 1117, Puerto Varas (Phone: 65 – 235 533) 
 
La Olla   
Chilean cuisine - $$ 
The most locally famous shellfish and fish restaurant located in front of Lake Llanquihue, served by 
the owners, great variety and delightful homemade recipes and desserts.  
Vicente Pérez Rosales Ave. # 1071, Puerto Varas (Phone: 65 - 233 540) 
 
Patagonian   
 
Sotitos 
Chilean & local cuisine - $$ 
Wonderful restaurant with great seafood ... Sotito's was recommended to me by a local who 
worked in the town, and he also recommended to me a dish to try which was Chupe de Centolla, 
which is like a thick crab soup, although one of the more expensive dishes it was worth every 
penny, Don't be fooled by the plain green front and weathered sign: Sotitos has handsome 
semiformal interiors with brick walls and white linen tablecloths. A favourite for upper-class locals, 
Sotitos offers International Food with an a la carte service  
Av. O'Higgins 1176, Punta Arenas (Phone: 61 - 221 061) 
 
Remezon 
Local cuisine - $$ 
From the start we were greeted warmly by a warm-faced waitress. The welcoming pisco sour a fine 
head of foam that didn't dissipate, and the sharpness of the lime cut through the sugary syrup just 
enough to not lose the flavour of pisco. The highlights: beaver carpaccio, guanaco, pâté, hare, 
emu, and goose. The desserts were ludic in presentation but each carried a distinct flavour and 
sensation, making creative use of local berries. The decor lively cornucopia: a mix of drawings and 
paintings of local cultures,  
Av. 21 de Mayo 1469, Punta Arenas (Phone: 61- 241 029) 
 
Los Ganaderos 
Local cuisine - $$ 
The Ranchers Grill invites you to see and taste the most varied dishes as lamb Patagonia ring, 
crab or the delicious desserts prepared from Calafate, currant and rhubarb. In an atmosphere full 
of elements of the stagnant life photographs of the early settlers, personal clothing and music 
typical of the area, you will know how to perform the traditional lamb into the ring and try our 
famous grilled steaks.  
Av. Bulnes 0977, Punta Arenas (Phone: 61 – 212 080)  
 
Cormoran de las Rocas  
Seafood & fish cuisine - $$$ 
We just walked past and saw this thriving spot. huge portions of tasty and imaginative seafood- try 
the seabass en papilotte (wrapped in foil and with onions and peppers) or the grilled hake. Salads 
lovely and fresh, especially with avocado and big enough to share.  
Miguel Sanchez 72, Puerto Natales (Phone 61 - 615 131) 
 
Afrigonia  
International cuisine - $$ 
Small and friendly with about 10 tables, Afrigonia has excellent food, and is easily the best 
restaurant in Puerto Natales. The dishes are highly creative flavour combinations (e.g. ceviche with 



 

 

coconut milk, mango, parsley and red onion) and are at very reasonable prices. We loved the 
steak with wild mushroom sauce, ceviche, soup and multiple salads with fresh ingredients (e.g. 
king crab and avocado).  
Eberhard 343, Puerto Natales (Phone 61 - 222 222) 
 
Easter Island   
 
La Taverna Du Pecher 
Seafood & fish cuisine - $$$ 
A small restaurant in the port section of the village held by a resident of Rapa Nui who lived for 
some time in French Polynesia. Very good seafood.. 
Av. Te Pito Te Henua, Easter Island (Phone: 32 - 210 0619) 
 
Te Moana 
Seafood & fish cuisine - $$$ 
One the best possibly on the island. The tuna sandwich is particularly good. 
Av. Atamu Tekena s/n,  Easter Island (Phone: 32 - 255 1578) 
 
Kai Mana Pub Restaurant 
Seafood & fish cuisine - $$ 
This Pub Restaurant opened its doors under the vision of its owners give space to the Rapanui to 
show their culture to tourists, through their foods, music and dances. Besides the typical island 
food, among which are the lobster, monkfish (crustacean), diversity of fish typical of the island, 
other than tuna, the broth of the Nanue, sweet potato, curanto offer a variety of international 
dishes, as well as the catering and banquet services anywhere in the island. 
Av. Atamu Tekena s/n, Easter Island (Phone: 32 - 255 1740) 
 
San Pedro de Atacama   
 
Blanco 
Local cuisine - $$ 
Minimalist and sophisticated, of pale walls and spacious spaces. Product of numerous adventures 
around the world the owners of Blanco have designed  a particular group of recipes that gather the 
best from each destiny and turn into them into an original  seal and even enjoyable to taste. 
Caramel Ginger Salmon accompanied by potato ricotta balls on green curry, is just a sample of the 
interesting northern exponent of this signature cuisine. 
Calle Caracoles 195, San Pedro de Atacama (Phone: 55 – 851 301)  
 
La Estaka  
Local cuisine - $ 
The menu at La Estaka covers a wide range from vegetarian, carnivore to maritime. Counts with 
original interior and exterior spaces to have a taste of their specialities, with the predominance of 
meat and crepes flavored with spices from the region and it is installed as a coffee restaurant, very 
well prepared to satisfy the needs of exhausted adventurers. 
Calle Caracoles 259 B, San Pedro de Atacama (Phone: 55 – 851 164) 
 
Ckunna  
Local cuisine - $ 
The Ckunna menu rescues autochthonous plants like the Chañar, Quinoa and the Algarrobo and 
project them in an aggressive and contemporary style of cuisine. Breakfast. Lunch, dinner, pastry 
and a wine selection, are some of the reasons to visit the Ckunna without mentioning its opens 
spaces surrounded by native vegetation. 
Calle Tocopilla 359, San Pedro de Atacama (Phone: 55 – 851 999) 

 


